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One Box  Sofa
(PATENT PENDING)

Assembly Instructions

Your SOFA will come in one box. 

It is recommended that you enlist the help of 
another person during the assembly process. 

Remove all of the components from the packaging and set aside for assembly. Remove cushions and/or pillows 
carefully as to not tear items or injure yourself on interior framing hardware or loose shipping materials.    

Please be sure to dispose of all packaging materials in an environmentally consious way whenever 
possible. Check with your local authorities for recycling information and locations. 
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A. CHECK PACKAGE CONTENTS

A

D E F G

H I J K L

M N O P Q R S

B C

SEAT DECK (x1)

BACK RAIL (x1)

WRENCH (x1) ALLEN WRENCH (x1) LONG BOLTS (x6)
 SHORT BOLTS (x22)
 (PRE-INSTALLED)  (x6)

WASHERS
STRAPS (x3)
WEBBING

 (x6)
NUTS

RIGHT ARM (x1)LEFT ARM (x1)
SEAT BRACKETS

(x2)
BACK BRACKETS

(x2) SEAT CUSHIONS 

BACK CUSHION 
        COVER & INSERTS

FRONT RAIL (x1)  CENTER BRACE (x1)  LEGS (x4)  

BACK DECK (x1)

One Hole on each side

Two Holes 
on each side

LFRONT RFRONT

DO NOT use any sharp objects to open plastic wrapped components as damage to components may result

To  view the “One Box Sofa Assembly” video, please visit

www.handyliving.com/products/overview-assembly

CAREFULLY  cut the packing straps  using scissors. 



B. ASSEMBLY OVERVIEW

1 LEGS

3 SEAT & BACK BRACKETS

RIGHT ARM

FRO
NT

FRO
NT
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LEFT ARM

Screw in the LEGS using the lag bolt until 
secure and square.

2

Attach the SEAT and BACK BRACKETS by 
sliding the bolts through the keyhole slots.

Tighten the bolts securely.

Loosen ALL pre-installed bolts on both 
arms approximately by half an inch.

R

RIGHT ARM

FRO
NT

LFRO
NT LEFT ARM

Slide the “keyhole” brackets on both ends of the FRONT and BACK RAILS over the bolts as shown. 
Push down the RAIL to fit the  bolt into the smaller section of the “keyhole”. 

4 ARM RAIL ATTACHMENT

BACK RAIL(smaller)

Make sure to tighten ALL of the bolts on 
both RIGHT and LEFT side completely.
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N

T

FRO
N

T

L

FRONT RAIL (larger)

FRONT RAIL (larger)

FRONT RAIL (larger)

LEFT ARM



Wrap all three  HOOK & LOOP webbing straps 
around the SEAT DECK.

Space them equally as shown.

One Hole on each side

6
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FRONT RAIL (larger)

5 CENTER BRACE

Install the CENTER BRACE between the FRONT RAIL and BACK RAIL by removing the 4 short bolts,
positioning the CENTER BRACE and re-inserting the bolts.

L

FRONT OF SOFA

FRO
N

T

FRO
N

T

R

FRONT RAIL (larger)

7 SEAT DECK

CENTER BRACE

With help from another person, place the SEAT DECK on the SEAT BRACKETS and align the bolt 
holes. Use the supplied bolts, washers and nuts to install the SEAT DECK.

FRONT OF SOFA



C. PLACE CUSHIONS

FRONT OF SOFA

8 BACK DECK
With help from another person, Place the BACK DECK on the BACK BRACKETS and align the BACK DECK 
bolt holes with the bolt holes on the right and left SIDE BRACKET on each arm. 

Use the supplied bolts, washers and nuts to attach the BACK DECK to the BRACKETS. Make certain all 4 
BACK DECK bolts are securely tightened and aligned.

Insert supplied bolts from rear of the sofa and attach the nuts from the seat side
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L
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N
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N
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FRONT RAIL (larger)

9 SEAT  CUSHIONS 

Insert SEAT CUSHION filler into SEAT CUSHION 
COVERS and zip shut. 

(Quantity vary by style) 

Caution: Make certain that all the bolts are tightened securely by hand using the included wrench

PLACE SEAT CUSHION
Place the assembled SEAT CUSHION 
onto the SEAT DECK.

10
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11

BACK  CUSHIONS 

13 SECURE BACK CUSHION SKIRT

L

FRO
N

T

FRO
N

T

R

FRONT RAIL (larger)

Install the BACK CUSHION(S) by sliding the 
cushion (CUSHION SIDE FRONT) pocket 
over the BACK DECK.

Insert BACK CUSHION filler into
BACK CUSHION COVERS and zip shut. 

12

(Quantity vary by style) 

Secure the BACK CUSHION SKIRT to the 
Back rail utilizing the hook & loop strap on 
the bottom.

(if applicable) 

Insert PILLOW FILLER into the PILLOW 
COVERS and zip shut

PILLOWS 14

 
Be sure to enlist the help of another individual when arranging the furniture or moving the furniture.
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CAUTION:
CARE OF YOUR FURNITURE
Periodically tighten all bolts using the included wrench.  
Vacuum cushion covers regularly. 
Clean any stains or spots with mild soap and cold water.

Congratulations! The assembly of your sofa is now complete. If you choose to use a fabric and 
upholstery protection (not included), test the product on an inconspicuous area of the fabric 
for colorfastness first and follow the manufacturer’s instructions for use.

Parts - 1 Year Warranty: The furniture is warranted against defects in workmanship 
and materials. Items covered would be seam slippage, frame structural integrity, fit 
and finish of parts. Items not covered would be product abused by the user, normal 
wear and tear, stains or discoloration due to use, damage in any transportation. 
Softening of foam is considered normal wear and tear and is not covered by 
warranty. Warranty is for PARTS ONLY and does not include transportation and 
labor costs associated with any warranty claim.


